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Abstract
Although reactive halogen species (X*=X•, •X−2 , X2 and HOX, where X=Br, Cl, or I)
are important environmental oxidants, relatively little is known about their kinetics in
condensed phases such as seawater and sea-salt particles. Here we describe a new
technique to determine reactive chlorine and bromine species in aqueous solutions by5
using allyl alcohol (CH2=CHCH2OH) as a chemical probe. This probe is combined
with competition kinetics in order to determine steady state concentrations of X*(aq).
In some cases the technique also can be used to determine the rates of formation and
lifetimes of X* in aqueous solution. In a companion paper we reported the results of
our method development for aqueous solutions containing only bromide (Br−). In this10
paper, we discuss method development for solutions containing chloride (Cl−) alone,
and for solutions containing both bromide and chloride.
1. Introduction
As discussed in detail in the companion paper to this work (Matthew and Anastasio,
2006, hereafter referred to as “Part 1”), aqueous and gaseous reactive halogen species15
(X*=X•, •X−2 , XO
•, X2 and HOX, where X=Br, Cl, or I) play important roles in the chem-
istry of marine regions. To further our understanding of aqueous-phase halide chem-
istry, and its links to the release of reactive gas-phase halogens, we have developed
a chemical probe technique to detect and measure reactive halogen species in aque-
ous solutions. In this technique we use allyl alcohol (AA) to trap the reactive halogens20
(Cl*(aq) and Br*(aq)) and form stable, halogenated diols (3-chloropropanediol (3CPD)
and 3-bromopropanediol (3BPD)) that are quantified.
In chloride solutions the formation of Cl*(aq) by •OH occurs through reactions that
are analogous to those in bromide solutions (see Part 1):
Cl− + •OH→ •ClOH− (94)25
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•ClOH− + Cl− → •Cl−2 +OH− (95)
•ClOH− + H+ → Cl• + H2O (97)
While Cl•, •Cl−2 , and a number of other Cl* species can form 3CPD in chloride solutions,
under our conditions •Cl−2 is the dominant source. In solutions containing both chloride
and bromide, •Cl−2 is a less important source of 3CPD and the mixed halogen species5 •BrCl− becomes the dominant source. •BrCl−, and the molecular mixed halogen BrCl,
are also significant sources of 3BPD in mixed halide solutions. These species are
formed from a number of reactions, including interactions such as
•Cl−2 + Br
− → •BrCl− + Cl− (173)
Cl− + HOBr + H+ → BrCl + H2O (155)10
(Note that these reactions are from the supplementary material (Sects. S.1–S.12, Re-
actions 1–192, Eqs. S1–S41, and Tables S1–S6) that was introduced in Part 1. To
avoid duplication, and because this paper refers to many of the equations from Part 1,
we have also made the equation numbering continuous between Part 1 (Eqs. 1–10)
and this paper (Eqs. 11–19).)15
In Part 1 we described the overall chemical probe technique, its use with competition
kinetics, and its application to solutions containing bromide. In this paper we apply the
technique to chloride solutions and to “mixed halide” solutions, i.e., those containing
both bromide and chloride. As in Part 1, our first step here is to perform a series
of experiments under different conditions in order to build and test a kinetic model of20
reactive halogen chemistry. The second step is to use this kinetic model to evaluate
the overall chemical probe technique, and a series of three data treatments, under a
range of experimental conditions.
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2. Experimental
The key general aspects to the chemical probe technique are discussed in detail in
Part 1. In the following sections, we give a brief overview of the technique and a more
detailed description of the models and procedures that are specific to using the method
in solutions containing either Cl− or both Cl− and Br−.5
2.1. Overview of experimental parameters
The reagents (including Milli-Q water) used in this work are the same as described in
Part 1 with the exception of NaCl. In many of our experiments with chloride solutions
the results can be affected by trace levels of Br−. Because we could find no source of
NaCl that was bromide-free, we developed a technique to remove the small amounts of10
bromide present in chloride solutions (Sect. S.7). Using this technique with high purity
NaCl (Sigma Aldrich; 99.999%) we reduced Br− levels from ∼0.007% mol Br/mol Cl (in
untreated chloride) to <0.0002% mol Br/mol Cl, a level that did not significantly affect
our experimental results.
During experiments aqueous samples (∼23mL) containing halide, allyl alcohol (AA),15
and 1.0mM hydrogen peroxide (as a photochemical source of •OH) were illuminated
(313 nm light) in airtight, stirred, 5 cm quartz cells maintained at 20◦C. Aliquots of
sample were removed at specified times and analyzed for 3XPD (i.e., 3-chloro-1,2-
propanediol (3CPD), and/or 3-bromo-1,2-propanediol (3BPD)) and AA using tech-
niques discussed in Part 1. When required, sample pH was adjusted using 1.0M20
H2SO4 or a mixture of 1.0mM sodium tetraborate and 0.30M NaOH. For each experi-
ment the actinic flux was measured using 2-nitrobenzaldehyde actinometry (Anastasio
et al., 1994). Dark controls were treated the same as illuminated samples except that
they were prepared in 1 cm quartz cells, placed in a dark cell chamber (20◦C, stirred),
and sampled at the final illumination time point. There was no loss of AA, and no for-25
mation of 3BPD or 3CPD, in illuminated samples that did not contain H2O2, regardless
of whether bromide and/or chloride were present. In addition, illumination of solutions
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containing 1.0mM H2O2, 0.80mM Br
−, 3BPD and/or 3CPD lead to no loss of 3XPD
over the time scales of our experiments.
2.2. Kinetic models
Halide chemistry in the illuminated solutions was modeled with Acuchem (Braun et al.,
1988). In Part 1, we developed a kinetic model (Br− Full Model) that describes aque-5
ous bromide chemistry. Here we extend this model to include chloride and mixed halide
(i.e., bromide and chloride) reactions. The model written for the chloride system (Cl−
Full Model) consists of the reactions from Table S1, the reactions of •OH and •CO−3
with allyl alcohol (Table S3), aqueous chloride reactions (Table S4), and interactions
of reactive chloride species (Cl*(aq)) with AA (Table S5). The chemistry occurring in10
the mixed halide solutions is described in the “Mix Full Model”. This model consists
of the “Br− Full Model” (Tables S1–S3), aqueous chloride reactions (Table S4), reac-
tions of AA with Cl*(aq) and with mixed halogen species (BrCl* (aq)=•BrCl− and BrCl)
(Table S5), and mixed halide reactions (Table S6).
Obtaining quantitative information (i.e., rates of formation (R iF ), steady-state con-15
centrations ([i ]), and lifetimes (τi )) for reactive halogen species i requires knowing the
yields of 3BPD and 3CPD formed from the reactions of i with AA (Y 3XPDi ). These yields
were calculated as described in Sect. 2.2.3 of Part 1, and are based on the modeled
rate constants for the reactions of species i with AA (Tables S3 and S5). In our chloride
experiments, dichloride radical anion (•Cl−2 ) is responsible for most of 3CPD formation,20
while Cl• contributes only very little (typically <4%). Based on the modeled rate con-
stants, yields of 3CPD from the reactions of •Cl−2 and Cl
• with AA are 0.095 and ∼0.2,
respectively.
In mixed halide solutions 3CPD can also be formed from the reaction of AA with
•BrCl− or BrCl, with yields of 0.0031 and ∼5×10−5, respectively (Table S5). In addition25
to Br•, Br2, and HOBr (Part 1), 3BPD can also be formed by both BrCl and
•BrCl−
in mixed halide solutions. Based on modeled rate constants, the yield of 3BPD from
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the reaction of BrCl with AA is 0.50 (Table S5). The yield from •BrCl− is pH depen-
dent: 0.078 at pH≤5.5, 0 at pH≥6.5, and varying linearly between these values. We
could find no rate constants for the reactions of Cl2 or BrCl with AA (Reactions 147–
149, Table S5) or other alkenes in water. Fitting the kinetic model to the experimental
data produced a total rate constant of BrCl with allyl alcohol of 1.0×108M−1 s−1 (Reac-5
tions 147–149) and a 3BPD yield of 0.50. Based on this we estimate that the total rate
constant for the reaction of Cl2 with AA is 1.1×108M−1 s−1 (Reactions 138 and 139,
Table S5), but this value is not well constrained by our results.
2.3. Competition kinetics
There are two aspects that complicate our allyl alcohol chemical probe technique com-10
pared to past techniques: i) the addition of the probe compound (AA) causes a de-
crease in the rate of X*(aq) formation because the AA scavenges •OH, and ii) the
compounds formed from the reaction of X*(aq) with allyl alcohol are not specific to an
individual species (i.e., 3BPD and 3CPD are each formed by several different species).
These complications require that the raw data be corrected to compensate for these15
effects. In Part 1, the effects associated with i) and ii) were referred to as the “AA
effect” and the “F 3BPDi effect”, respectively. Here we refer to the latter effect as the
“F 3XPDi effect”, where F
3XPD
i is the fraction of total 3BPD or 3CPD that is formed from
the reaction of species i with AA.
The dynamics of the reactive halogen species are determined from competition ki-20
netics experiments where product formation rates (3BPD and 3CPD) are measured as
a function of allyl alcohol concentration. From these experiments we calculate steady-
state concentrations and other parameters for X*(aq) using data from “inverse plots”,
i.e., plots of the inverse of the rate of 3XPD formation (1/R3XPDF ) versus 1/[AA]. Recall
from Part 1 that there are two general approaches to calculate [i ], R iF , and τi from the25
inverse plots. The first approach is only applicable for Br• in solutions containing only
bromide (see Sect. 3.6.1 of Part 1) and cannot be used here.
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In the second, more general, approach we assume that AA has only a minor effect
upon •OH (and, therefore, upon X*(aq) formation) in the linear portion of the inverse
plot (where [AA] is small and the “AA effect” is minimized). By making this assumption,
the kinetic derivations are simplified and can be applied to the other X*(aq) species. In
this case, Eq. (S13) can be rewritten for all X*(aq) species as:5
1
R3XPDF,tot
= a′ +
b′
[AA]
(11)
where R3XPDF,tot is the total rate of formation of 3BPD or 3CPD and a
′ and b′ are, re-
spectively, the y-intercept and slope of the linear portion of the inverse plot. Using a
procedure analogous to that described for Br*(aq) in Part 1, we can derive general
expressions for a′ and b′:10
a′ =
F 3XPDi
Y 3XPDi R
i
F
(12)
b′ =
F 3XPDi
Y 3XPDi k
AA
i [i ]
(13)
where Y 3XPDi is the yield of 3XPD from the reaction of species i with AA (Sect. 2.2),
R iF and [i ] are the rate of formation and concentration of species i , respectively, and
F 3XPDi is the fraction of 3XPD formed from species i (Sect. S.12). (Note that these15
equations are the more general analogs of Eqs. S25–S27 derived in Part 1.) In the
mixed halide system we calculate F 3CPDi based on
•Cl−2 , Cl
•, Cl2, HOCl, BrCl, and
•BrCl−, while for F 3BPDi we include Br
•, •Br−2 , Br2, HOBr, BrCl, and
•BrCl−. Other
species (e.g., Br−3 and Cl
−
3 ) are insignificant sources of 3BPD or 3CPD in our experi-
ments but could be important under other conditions.20
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Equations (12) and (13) can be rearranged to solve for [i ], R iF , and the lifetime of i
(τi ):
[i ] =
F 3XPDi
b′ Y 3XPDi k
AA
i
(14)
R iF =
F 3XPDi
a′ Y 3XPDi
(15)
τi =
a′
b′ kAAi
=
[i ]
R iF
(16)
5
As in the bromide system in Part 1 (Sect. 2.3), assuming that the AA effect is small in
the linear region of the inverse plot can lead to errors in [i ], R iF and τi in the chloride and
mixed halide systems, but we can generally correct for these biases using the kinetic
model.
3. Results and discussion10
3.1. Overview of experimental approach
Our first goal is to use our experimental results to construct a numerical model that
describes the chemistry occurring in illuminated mixed halide solutions. We start by
characterizing the rates of 3CPD formation (R3CPDF, tot ) and allyl alcohol loss (R
AA
L ) in so-
lutions containing only chloride (Sect. 3.2) to make a model of chloride chemistry (Cl−15
Full Model). This model is then combined with the Br− Full Model (Part 1), and a
series of mixed halide reactions, to make the “Mix Full Model”, which describes the
chemistry in mixed halide solutions. This final model is tested and constrained using
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several different sets of experiments under various solution conditions (Sect. 3.3) and
is then used to evaluate the kinetic equations for [i ], R iF , and τi using model-derived
data (Sect. 3.5). Finally, we test the ability of the probe technique to experimentally de-
termine reactive halogen kinetics in solutions containing both Br− and Cl− (Sect. 3.6).
3.2. Chloride experiments5
3.2.1. Rates of formation of 3CPD (R3CPDF,tot ) and loss of AA (R
AA
L ) as a function of pH
All solutions contained 1.0mM H2O2, 75µM AA, and seawater concentrations of chlo-
ride (0.56M NaCl, from NaCl that was treated to remove Br−; Sect. S.7). As shown in
Fig. 1a, the experimental values of R3CPDF,tot exhibit a strong dependence on pH, rising
quickly at pH<5.5 as a result of the acid-dependent formation of Cl• (Reaction 97).10
Measured values of RAAL (Fig. 1b) show a much weaker dependence on pH, increasing
only slightly with decreasing pH. Also shown in Figs. 1a and 1b are results from the Cl−
Full Model, which closely predicts both R3CPDF,tot and R
AA
L as a function of pH. Based on
model results the dichloride radical anion (•Cl−2 ) is responsible for ≥99% of the 3CPD
formed at all pH values in these experiments, while other chlorinating species (Cl2,15
HOCl, and Cl•) are insignificant.
3.2.2. Rates of formation of 3CPD (R3CPDF,tot ) and loss of AA (R
AA
L ) as a function of [AA]
Experiments were conducted as outlined in Sect. 3.2.1 except in this case the pH was
held constant at 5.4 and [AA] was varied from 2–75µM (Table 1). As shown in Figs. 2a
and b, the Cl− Full Model does a good job of predicting both R3CPDF,tot and R
AA
L , with av-20
erage relative percent differences (RPD) between the model and experimental values
of 7.5 and 22% for R3CPDF,tot and R
AA
L , respectively (Table 1). As expected, R
3CPD
F,tot de-
creases at higher [AA] where allyl alcohol becomes the dominant sink for •OH, thereby
decreasing chloride oxidation and Cl*(aq) formation (Fig. 2a). It is interesting to note
that the decrease in 3CPD formation in the chloride solution occurs at much lower25
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[AA] than does the decrease in 3BPD formation in the bromide system (∼15µM versus
∼300µM). This is because Cl− is less efficient at scavenging •OH than is Br− at pH
5.5 and so less AA is required to outcompete Cl−. Based on model results, •Cl−2 is
responsible for 95–100% of the 3CPD formed between 2 and 75µM AA, while Cl• is
responsible for ≤5%.5
3.2.3. Measurements of gaseous reactive chlorine (Cl*(g))
As was the case for the bromide system, we also conducted an experiment to measure
the production and release of Cl*(g) (i.e., Cl2 and HOCl) from an air-purged, illuminated
solution (pH 3.9) containing 3.5M NaCl and 0.10M NaNO3 (as a photochemical source
of •OH), but no allyl alcohol. The experiment was conducted as described in Matthew10
et al. (2003) except that nitrate was used instead of H2O2 as a source of
•OH and gases
were collected in a bubbler containing 10mL of 0.50M Na2SO3 and 34.0mM Na2CO3
instead of a carbonate-coated denuder. The low apparent rate of Cl*(g) collection in
the experiment (8.8 nmol h−1) is less than the equivalent average rate from a series of
blanks (16±22 nmol h−1). While the blank value is high, it appears that no significant15
amounts of Cl*(g) were produced in the bubbling experiment, which is consistent with
our model results (<4×10−4 nmol Cl*(g) h−1 at any pH value between 3 and 8).
3.3. Mixed halide experiments
The experiments in the following sections were designed to constrain our mixed halide
model (i.e., the Mix Full Model). This model consists of the validated Br− and Cl− Full20
Models along with a number of mixed halide reactions (154–192, Table S6). One im-
portant effect of these reactions is to convert radical chloride species (•ClOH−, •Cl−2
and Cl•) into •BrCl− (e.g., Reactions 171–173). The existence of •BrCl− has only been
quantified recently (Donati, 2002; Ershov, 2004) and our experimental evidence indi-
cates that it is an important species in mixed halide systems in the presence of •OH25
(Matthew, 2002).
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3.3.1. Measurements of R3BPDF,tot , R
3CPD
F,tot and R
AA
L as a function of [Br
−]
Experiments were conducted at pH 5.4 with solutions containing 0.56M NaCl (from
purified NaCl; Sect. S.7), 1.0mM H2O2, 75µM AA, and 0–800µM NaBr. As shown
in Fig. 3a, R3BPDF,tot rises quickly between 0 and ∼150µM Br− but rises only gradually
at higher bromide concentrations. In contrast, R3CPDF,tot decreases with increasing [Br
−].5
Values for RAAL (Fig. 3b) decrease with increasing [Br
−] because the bromide scav-
enges •OH, resulting in decreased destruction of AA by •OH. Model results for R3BPDF,tot
and R3CPDF,tot show that the Mix Full Model generally does a good job of predicting these
two quantities, although it underpredicts 3CPD at low bromide concentrations (Fig. 3a).
In addition, the model does a good job of predicting RAAL at [Br
−]≥300µM, but under-10
estimates AA loss at lower [Br−] (Fig. 3b).
Based on model results, in these experiments •BrCl− and Br• are responsible for
∼74% and ∼23% of the 3BPD formed, respectively, at all bromide concentrations. •Cl−2
and •BrCl− are primarily responsible for 3CPD formation and their contributions vary
significantly with [Br−]. For example, at 10µM Br−, •Cl−2 and
•BrCl− are responsible for15
88% and 12%, respectively, of 3CPD, while at 800µM Br− approximately 95% of 3CPD
is from•BrCl−.
3.3.2. Measurements of R3BPDF,tot , R
3CPD
F,tot and R
AA
L as a function of pH
Experiments were conducted on solutions containing 0.80mM NaBr, 0.56M NaCl (un-
treated), 1.0mM H2O2, and 75µM AA. As shown in Fig. 4a, the model does a good job20
of explaining the R3BPDF,tot measurements. The drop in R
3BPD
F,tot between pH 5.5 and 6.5 is
due to the decrease in the yield of 3BPD from the reaction of •BrCl− with AA (Y 3BPDBrCl− )
(Sect. 2.2). While the model somewhat overpredicts R3CPDF,tot and R
AA
L , model values are
always within the measurement error limits (Figs. 4b–c).
Under these experimental conditions 3BPD is formed primarily from •BrCl−, Br• and25
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BrCl, with their relative contributions changing as a function of pH. Unlike the case
in bromide solutions, where Br2 is the dominant precursor for 3BPD at pH 3.0 (see
Part 1), in the mixed halide solutions BrCl is the most important source of 3BPD at
low pH. For example, at pH 3.0, BrCl, •BrCl−, and Br• account for 61, 23 and 11%,
respectively, of 3BPD. At pH 5.5, these contributions change to approximately 8, 67,5
and 18%, respectively, while at pH≥6.5, Br• accounts for ≥95% of the 3BPD formed.
The primary species responsible for 3CPD formation is •BrCl− although •Cl−2 is also
significant at low pH. For example, at pH 3 these species account for ∼83 and ∼10% of
3CPD, respectively, while at pH≥5.5 •BrCl− forms ≥94% of 3CPD. Note that all of these
values are for solutions with 75µM allyl alcohol and that the contributions depend on10
[AA].
3.3.3. Measurements of R3BPDF,tot , R
3CPD
F,tot and R
AA
L as a function of [AA]
Experiments were conducted as in Sect. 3.3.2, except that the concentration of allyl
alcohol was varied in solutions of pH 3.0, 5.5, and 8.0 (Experiments 2–4 in Table 1). In
addition to further testing the Mix Full Model, these experiments represent the compe-15
tition kinetics experiments for the mixed halide system (Sect. 3.6). Experimental values
for R3BPDF,tot and R
3CPD
F,tot at pH 3.0 (Experiment 2, Table 1) are shown in Fig. 5a along with
the corresponding model results. While measured rates of 3BPD formation are 30–600
times greater than rates of 3CPD formation at this pH, the model does a good job of
matching both of these rates: average absolute RPD values between the model and20
experiment are 10% and 15% for R3BPDF,tot and R
3CPD
F,tot , respectively. The Mix Full Model
also does a reasonable job of matching experimental values of RAAL (Fig. 5b), with an
average RPD between the model and experimental values of 19%.
As seen in Table 1, the Mix Full Model also does a good job of matching the experi-
mental data at pH 5.5: the average RPDs between modeled and measured values for25
R3BPDF,tot , R
3CPD
F,tot and R
AA
L are 25, 18, and 13%, respectively. In the pH 8.0 experiment,
where the overall reactivity is lower, the agreement is not as good, with average ratios
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of (model value)/(experiment value) of 1.7, 1.6, and 1.0 for R3BPDF,tot , R
3CPD
F,tot and R
AA
L ,
respectively, and corresponding RPD values of 49, 45, and 22%.
3.3.4. Measurements of Br*(g)
In a separate set of experiments to test our understanding of mixed halide chemistry,
we measured the formation and release of reactive gaseous bromide species (Br*(g))5
in the absence of allyl alcohol, as done in previously reported (Matthew et al., 2003).
In these experiments we illuminated (313 nm) air-purged solutions containing 0.80mM
Br−, 0.56M Cl−, and 1.0mM H2O2 and trapped the volatile Br*(g) on downstream
denuders that were then analyzed by ion chromatography. By adding reactions for
the evaporation of Br2 and other volatile species, the Mix Full Model (with [AA]=0µM)10
accurately describes the release of Br*(aq) from these solutions as a function of pH.
These experiments provide further evidence that this model correctly describes mixed
halide chemistry in our experimental solutions. Furthermore, because these results
were generated with experimental and analytical methods different from our chemical
probe methods, they represent an independent check on the model.15
Taken together, our Br*(g) and 3XPD results demonstrate that the Mix Full Model
adequately describes mixed halide chemistry over a wide range of experimental con-
ditions, which gives us confidence that the model can be used to evaluate the kinetic
equations and performance of the chemical probe technique in mixed halide systems.
3.4. Competition kinetics: overview and expected values20
As described in Part 1, we use the competition kinetics experiments to calculate the
steady-state concentration ([i ]), rate of formation (R iF ), and lifetime (τi ) for each reactive
halogen species i . Here we apply these techniques for four experiments conducted
with the chloride and mixed halide systems. Below we discuss how we use model
“data” to test our kinetic equations (and associated data treatments) for determining25
[i ], R iF , and τi , and how we use experimental data to test the overall probe method.
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In order to evaluate the validity of our kinetic Eqs. (14–16) with model “data”, we
need to first determine the “expected” values of [i ], R iF , and τi for each reactive halogen
species in our competition kinetics experiments (Table 1). We obtain expected values
for [i ] directly from the Mix Full Model using the same conditions (e.g., pH, [Br−], [Cl−])
as the corresponding experiment except that [AA] is set to zero.5
As in Part 1, expected values of R iF in the chloride and mixed halide experiments are
based on kinetic equations derived from the reactions responsible for the formation of
i (S.8 and S.9). For example, the rates of formation of •Cl−2 and Cl
• in the chloride and
mixed halide systems are calculated using
R
Cl−2
F = k
ClOH−
Cl− [Cl
−][•ClOH−] + kClOH
−
H+ [
•ClOH−][H+] (S36)10
RClF = k
Cl−
OH
[•OH][Cl−]Y Cl
OH
(S37)
In the case of BrCl− the formation rate is calculated using
RBrCl
−
F = k
Cl−
BrOH− [
•BrOH−][Cl−] + kBr
−
ClOH− [
•ClOH−][Br−] (S38)
Instead of directly calculating rates of formation of Br•, Br2, Cl2, and BrCl in the mixed
halide system, we use their overall rates of destruction with the major sinks (H2O2,15
HO•2, and O
−
2 ). This approach works since these species are all at steady state (thus,
for a given species, the formation and destruction rates are equivalent) and is simpler
since the formation rates are difficult to determine (Matthew, 2002). However, because
of the complexity of the mixed halide system and the fact that a number of the mixed
halide species undergo rapid interconversions, the expected values for the rates of20
formation should be considered estimates. Finally, the expected value for the lifetime
of each reactive halogen species is calculated from
τi =
[i ]
R iF
(19)
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3.5. Competition kinetics: model experiments and data treatments
In Part 1 we evaluated our kinetic equations and three data treatments (A, B, and
C) for their ability to provide accurate results for [i ], R iF , and τi in bromide solutions.
Treatment A is not used here because it is only applicable for Br• in solutions containing
only bromide (Part 1). Data treatments B and C are first evaluated here by applying5
the treatments to “data” generated from model simulations (i.e., model “experiments”)
performed under the same conditions as the actual competition kinetics experiments
(Table 1). We evaluate these data treatments by comparing the results obtained from
the model “data” after data treatment (i.e., MVDT values; Table 2) with the expected
values described above. Because •BrCl− can form both 3BPD and 3CPD (Table S5),10
MVDT values of [i ], R iF , and τi for
•BrCl− can be obtained from both the 3BPD and
3CPD inverse plots. Note that species that are insignificant sources of 3XPD (e.g., Cl•
in the mixed halide solutions) are not evaluated.
3.5.1. Evaluation of data treatment B using data generated from model experiments
As discussed in Part 1 (Sect. 3.6.2), data treatment B involves fitting a line to the linear15
portion of the inverse plot and using the resulting slope and y-intercept (i.e., b′ and a′)
in Eqs. 14–16 to calculate [i ], R iF , and τi . This treatment includes a rough adjustment
for the “F 3XPDi effect” by including F
3XPD
i in these equations, but no correction for the
“AA effect”. Values for F 3XPDi are obtained from the model runs (see Sect. 2.3) and are
averages over the linear ranges (Table 2).20
In the chloride solution (experiment #1; Table 1), •Cl−2 dominates the formation of
3CPD. The value for [•Cl−2 ] obtained from treatment B is within 20% of the expected
value, while values for R
Cl−2
F and τCl2− are within a factor of 2.5 of their expected values
(Table 2). Treatment B does a poor job for the Cl• kinetics, but this is not surprising
since Cl• accounts for a very small (and highly variable) portion of 3CPD formation25
(F 3XPDi =0.03, RSD=37%; Table 2).
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Using treatment B on output from models run using the conditions in the mixed halide
solutions yields values of [i ] that are within 20% of the expected values for species
that are significant sources of 3XPD (i.e., F 3XPDi ≥0.15; Experiments 2–4, Table 2).
When F 3XPDi values are less than 0.15, differences in [i ] are generally larger, although
there are several exceptions (e.g., •Cl−2 ). Under conditions where F
3XPD
i ≥0.95, MVDT5
(model output with data treatment) results for [i ] are within 5% of the expected values.
In contrast to these steady-state concentration results, model derived formation rates
and lifetimes with Treatment B are generally poor. One exception is •BrCl−, which is
generally within a factor of two of expected values. In part this overall poor agreement
might be due to the difficulty of calculating expected values for R iF in mixed halide10
solutions (Sect. 3.4).
3.5.2. Evaluation of data treatment C using data generated from model experiments
While treatment C also involves fitting a line to the linear portion of the inverse plot (like
treatment B), it is different in that it includes considerable effort to correct for both the
AA and F 3XPDi effects. As shown in Table 2, treatment C gives very good results for15 •Cl−2 in the chloride experiment, with MVDT values for [i ], R
i
F , and τi that are within
16%, 10%, and 24%, respectively, of the expected values. Treatment C could not be
used for Cl• because the linear portion of the inverse plot of R3CPDF, Cl (the rate of 3CPD
formation due to Cl•) had a negative slope, due to the fact that Cl• contributed very little
to 3CPD formation.20
For all species in the mixed halide system, treatment C produces MVDT values of [i ]
that are always within 30% (and often within 10%) of the expected values, regardless
of the size of F 3XPDi . Although treatment C provides good results for [i ] for all species,
it does a poor job of determining R iF and τi . The exception is
•BrCl− at pH 5.5 and
8.0, where MVDT values are within 20% of expected values (Table 2). Overall, MVDT25
results for [i ], R iF , and τi from treatment C are almost always better than those from
data treatment B, but in general only the steady-state concentrations are reliably close
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to the expected values. Given the complexity of the mixed halide system, it is possible
that the large differences between the expected and modeled (MVDT) results for R iF
(and τi ) obtained with treatment C might be because of errors in the expected values.
3.6. Competition kinetics: experimental data
In this section we use the experimental data generated in the competition kinetics5
experiments (i.e., R3XPDF as a function of [AA]; Sects. 3.2.2 and 3.3.3) to evaluate the
overall chemical probe technique. We do this by comparing the experimentally derived
results for [i ], R iF , and τi (i.e., EVDT results; Table 2) with the model-derived expected
values (Sect. 3.4). The conditions for the four experiments are listed in Table 1. As
described in Part 1, it should be kept in mind that the model experiments establish an10
upper limit of method performance that cannot be exceeded by experimental results.
The few cases where EVDT values are closer to the expected values than MVDT values
are probably due to experimental error.
3.6.1. Kinetic results from the chloride experiment (Experiment 1)
The inverse plot for the chloride competition kinetics experiment (Sect. 3.2.2) is shown15
in Fig. 6, along with the corresponding results from the Cl− Full Model. Based on the
model results, •Cl−2 represents nearly all (97%) of 3CPD formation over the linear range
of the inverse plot (Table 2). Data treatment C produces the best results from the exper-
imental values, in agreement with the model results. With this treatment experimentally
derived values of [i ], R iF and τi for
•Cl−2 are within 20%, 35%, and 46%, respectively,20
of the expected values (Table 2). When treatment B is used, the experimental value
for [•Cl−2 ] is within 10% of the expected value, but R
i
F and τi are off by a factor of 3–4
(Table 2). Because Cl• accounts for an average of only 3% of the 3CPD formed, treat-
ment B with the experimental data yields Cl• kinetic values that are very poor (as with
the MVDT results), while treatment C could not be used.25
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3.6.2. Kinetic results for the mixed halide experiments (Experiments 2–4)
Competition kinetics experiments in mixed halide solutions were conducted at pH 3.0,
5.5 and 8.0 (Table 2). As summarized in Table 1, in all three cases there is good
agreement between the model and experimental results, with average RPD values for
1/R3XPDF,tot of 10–50%. As an example of the good agreement, inverse plots for 3BPD and5
3CPD at pH 3.0, along with the corresponding model results, are shown in Figs. 7a and
b.
In agreement with results from the model data, the allyl alcohol chemical probe tech-
nique with treatment B can provide good results for [i ] and works best when F 3XPDi is
large. Treatment C is generally better, producing fair to excellent experimental mea-10
surements of the steady-state concentrations of X*(aq) even in a number of cases
where F 3XPDi is small (Table 2). With one exception (
•BrCl− from 3BPD in Experi-
ment 3), experimental values of [•BrCl−] and [•Cl−2 ] obtained with treatment C are within
20% of the expected values, while values for [Br•] are within a factor of two. The ac-
curacy of the EVDT results for [Br2] and [BrCl] depend on the fraction of 3BPD formed15
from each of these species. For instance, at pH 3.0 (Experiment 2), BrCl and Br2
are significant sources of 3BPD (F 3BPDi =0.76 and 0.15, respectively) and experimen-
tal values of [i ] (with treatment C) are within 40% of the expected values for these
two species. However, at pH 5.5 neither BrCl nor Br2 are significant sources of 3BPD
(F 3BPDBrCl and F
3BPD
Br2
=0.09 and 0.02, respectively) and the experimental values of [BrCl]20
and [Br2] (with treatment C) are higher than the expected values by factors of 3.1 and
3.0, respectively. Note that although data treatment B appears better than treatment C
for EVDT values for [BrCl] and [Br2] at pH 5.5, the model results (MVDT) indicate that
data treatment C should provide better concentrations (Table 2).
As seen above for the model results, the experimental technique generally does25
a poor job of measuring R iF (and τi ) in mixed halide solutions. The exceptions are
Cl2 at pH 3.0 and
•BrCl− at pH 5.5 and 8.0, where experimentally derived formation
rates obtained with data treatment C are within a factor of 2.5 of the expected values
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(Table 2).
3.6.3. Summary of competition kinetic experiments and overall technique
The results of these experiments indicate that the allyl alcohol chemical probe tech-
nique, in conjunction with competition kinetics and data treatment C, can accurately
measure steady-state concentrations of a number of reactive halogen species in mixed5
halide solutions that are mostly within a factor of 2 of expected values. The simpler
treatment B also generally produces good results for [i ] that are within a factor of 2.5
of expected values for those reactive halogens responsible for a significant fraction of
the 3XPD measured. In contrast, both treatments produce experimentally determined
rates of formation and lifetimes of reactive halogens in mixed halide solutions that are10
generally quite different from the expected values. This is in contrast to results from so-
lutions containing only bromide (Part 1) or chloride (Sect. 3.6.1), where the technique
can generally measure [i ], R iF , and τi to within a factor of 2 for Br
•, Br2, HOBr, and
•Cl−2 .
3.7. Applications and limitations of the probe technique
As discussed in Part 1, this technique was developed to investigate halide oxidation15
by •OH, which is an important process in seawater (Zafiriou et al., 1987; Zhou and
Mopper, 1990), sea-salt particles (Matthew et al., 2003), and perhaps in the snowpack
(Chu and Anastasio, 2005). As with the bromide system, accurately modeling the
chemistry in the chloride and mixed halide systems requires measuring •OH kinetics in
the sample so that ROHF , [
•OH], and τOH can be accurately represented in the model. If20
other oxidants are employed (e.g., •NO3 or O3) the kinetic equations and model would
need to be modified and tested.
While the work described here was done on laboratory solutions, our technique is
sensitive enough that it should also work on environmental samples. Concentrations
of •OH in the mixed halide solutions (in the absence of AA) in the competition kinetics25
experiments here ranged from (4–9)×10−16M. Based on the sensitive detection limits
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for 3BPD and 3CPD (approximately 1 and 7nM, respectively; Matthew and Anastasio,
2000), the technique should work readily in illuminated sea-salt aerosols where •OH
concentrations are typically 10−16–10−15M (Newberg, 2003). After some modification
to improve sensitivity (e.g., by taking larger sample aliquots), the technique should also
be useful in illuminated seawater samples where hydroxyl radical concentrations are5
typically 10−18 to 10−17M (Zhou and Mopper, 1990). In addition to quantifying con-
centrations of reactive halogens in environmental samples, the technique also offers
the opportunity to quantitatively examine the rates and mechanisms of halogenation of
organic compounds under environmental conditions.
The major limitation of the method stems from the fact that it is somewhat non-10
specific, i.e., 3BPD and 3CPD are each formed by several different reactive halogen
species. Because of this, we need to use results from a numerical model to calculate
the fraction of 3XPD formed from each species (F 3XPDi ). There are possible biases
associated with using these model-derived values of F 3XPDi , but as discussed in Part 1,
we feel these biases are generally small. In addition, there are some important con-15
ditions (e.g., at the high pH of seawater or fresh sea-salt particles; see Experiment 4
in Table 2) where 3XPD is formed by essentially only one species and thus the lack of
specificity in the technique is unimportant.
A second limitation of the technique is that a data treatment must be chosen to
analyze the experimental results. In the well-defined laboratory solutions studied here20
we can choose data treatments based on their performance in the model experiments
(Sect. 3.5). Similar steps could be performed for studies of environmental samples, but
this would assume that results from the laboratory solutions are generally applicable to
environmental samples. A third limitation of the technique in mixed halide solutions is
that it can currently only be used to quantitatively measure steady-state concentrations25
of X*(aq), with the exception of •BrCl− in non-acidic solutions where R iF and τi can also
be determined.
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4. Conclusions
We have developed a chemical probe technique that can quantify reactive halide
species in solutions containing bromide and/or chloride. This technique is based on
the reaction of aqueous-phase reactive halogens (X*(aq)) with allyl alcohol to form 3-
bromo-1,2-propanediol and 3-chloro-1,2-propanediol (collectively referred to as 3XPD).5
Using competition kinetics, the measured rates of 3XPD formation are used to deter-
mine the steady-state concentrations of X*(aq) as well as their rates of formation and
lifetimes under some conditions. The technique was in part validated with models that
were constrained by several sets of experiments that measured 3XPD formation and
Br2(g) release under a wide range of experimental conditions.10
In bromide or chloride solutions the technique can be used to measure steady- state
concentrations, rates of formation, and lifetimes of several reactive halide species, in-
cluding Br•, Br2, HOBr, and
•Cl−2 . In mixed bromide/chloride solutions, the technique
can measure steady-state concentrations of these same species as well as BrCl and
•BrCl−. Experimentally determined results are generally within a factor of 2–3 (and15
often much closer) of values derived from model runs. While this technique has a few
limitations, it is a new and sensitive tool that can be used to investigate aqueous halide
chemistry, halide oxidation mechanisms and halide radical dynamics in both laboratory
solutions and environmental samples.
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Table 1. Parameters for the competition kinetics experiments.
Exp [AA] Range Tested Linear [AA] Rangea (µM) Agreement Between Model
and Experimentc (Average RPD)
# pH (µM) nb 3BPD nb 3CPD nb 3BPD 3CPD AA
Chloride Experiment ([Cl−]=0.56M, no Br−)
1 5.4 2–75 8 – – 2–15 4 – 7.5 22
Mixed Halide Experiments ([Cl−]=0.56M, [Br−]=0.80mM)
2 3.0 2–150 11 2–25 7 20–150 6 10 15 19
3 5.5 10–3000 12 10–250 8 10–500 9 25 18 13
4 8.0 20–150 6 20–150 6 20–150 6 49 45 22
The concentration of H2O2 for all experiments was 0.98–1.0mM. The photolysis rate constant
for H2O2 (jH2O2) was 3.3×10−6 s−1 for all experiments.
a Range of allyl alcohol concentration where the inverse plot based on the total rate of 3XPD
formation is linear. Note that the linear range can change when the inverse plots are based on
individual species, as is done in treatment C.
b Number of experimental data points sampled within the specified range.
c Agreement between the experimental data and model output, calculated as the average of the
absolute values of the relative percent difference (RPD) between the model and experimental
values of R3XPDF, tot (and R
AA
L ) over the entire range of allyl alcohol concentrations. Note that the
listed values for R3XPDF, tot and R
AA
L also apply to 1/R
3XPD
F, tot and 1/R
AA
L , respectively.
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Table 2. Results from the kinetic analyses of the model and experimental data from the com-
petition kinetics experiments.
Fraction of 3XPD Model Value with Data Treatment (MVDT)d Experimental Value with Data Treatment (EVDT)e
from Listed
Expected Valuesa X* Species, Rate of formation, R iF Concentration, [i ] Rate of formation, R
i
F Concentration, [i ]
Species (i ) R iF (M s
−1) [i ] (M) D.T.b F 3XPDi (1RSD)
c Value (Ms−1)
{
MVDT
Exp
}
Value (M )
{
MVDT
Exp
}
Value (Ms−1)
{
EVDT
Exp
}
Value (M)
{
EVDT
Exp
}
Experiment #1 ([Cl−]=0.56M, pH=5.4, no Br−)
Cl• 2.7×10−9 3.2×10−16 B 0.03(0.37) 2.3×10−11 {0.01} 1.4×10−15 {4.3} (1.6±0.02)×10−11 {0.01} (1.8±0.03)×10−15 {5.6}
•Cl−2 4.4×10−9 1.1×10−11 B 0.97(0.01) 1.9×10−9 {0.42} 8.5×10−12 {0.80} (1.3±0.02)×10−9 {0.29} (1.1±0.02)×10−11 {1.1}
C 1 4.6×10−9 {1.1} 8.8×10−12 {0.84} (2.9±0.03)×10−9 {0.65} (1.2±0.02)×10−11 {1.2}
Experiment #2 ([Cl−]=0.56M, [Br−]=0.80mM, pH=3.0)
Br• 6.4×10−9 1.6×10−15 B 0.02(0.57) 7.6×10−11 {0.01} 7.5×10−15 {4.7} (6.5±0.62)×10−11 {0.01} (1.4±0.22)×10−14 {8.4}
C 1 1.7×10−9 {0.27} 1.4×10−15 {0.88} (4.4±2.3)×10−10 {0.07} (1.7±0.06)×10−15 {1.1}
•BrCl− 2.2×10−9 1.5×10−12 B 0.07(0.57) 4.9×10−10 {0.22} 6.8×10−12 {4.7} (4.2±0.40)×10−10 {0.19} (1.2±0.20)×10−11 {8.4}
(3BPD)f C 1 1.0×10−8 {4.5} 1.3×10−13 {0.89} (2.8±1.9)×10−9 {1.3} (1.6±0.04)×10−12 {1.1}
•BrCl− 2.2×10−9 1.5×10−12 B 0.80(0.05) 3.4×10−9 {1.5} 1.7×10−12 {1.2} (7.9±6.3)×10−9 {3.6} (1.4±0.11)×10−12 {0.96}
(3CPD)f C 1 6.7×10−9 {3.0} 1.4×10−12 {0.93} (1.1±1.3)×10−8 {5.0} (1.3±0.14)×10−12 {0.91}
•Cl−2 3.4×10−9 2.0×10−15 B 0.09(0.16) 9.8×10−12 {0.003} 2.8×10−15 {1.4} (2.3±1.8)×10−11 {0.007} (2.3±0.18)×10−15 {1.2}
C 1 7.0×10−11 {0.02} 1.9×10−15 {0.96} (2.5±0.01)×10−11 {0.007} (2.0±0.15)×10−15 {1.0}
Br2 4.6×10−10 5.8×10−11 B 0.15(0.06) 8.4×10−11 {0.18} 4.9×10−11 {0.85} (3.1±0.30)×10−11 {0.07} (8.8±1.5)×10−11 {1.5}
C 1 8.4×10−11 {0.18} 5.5×10−11 {0.95} (3.6±0.16)×10−11 {0.08} (4.6±0.59)×10−11 {0.79}
BrCl 9.6×10−11 3.0×10−12 B 0.76(0.06) 4.3×10−10 {4.5} 2.6×10−12 {0.85} (3.2±0.30)×10−10 {3.3} (4.6±0.76)×10−12 {1.5}
(3BPD)g C 1 3.3×10−10 {3.4} 2.2×10−12 {0.73} (3.6±0.15)×10−10 {3.8} (1.8±0.22)×10−12 {0.61}
Cl2 8.8×10−13 1.9×10−14 B 0.09(0.58) 1.2×10−12 {1.4} 1.3×10−15 {0.07} (2.8±2.2)×10−12 {3.2} (1.1±0.08)×10−15 {0.06}
C 1 5.4×10−13 {0.61} 1.9×10−14 {1.04} (4.6±1.4)×10−13 {0.52} (1.7±0.62)×10−14 {0.89}
Experiment #3 ([Cl−]=0.56M, [Br−]=0.80mM, pH=5.5)
Br• 6.3×10−9 1.6×10−15 B 0.22(0.08) 6.3×10−10 {0.10} 1.9×10−15 {1.1} (3.5±0.51)×10−10 {0.06} (3.8±0.26)×10−15 {2.3}
C 1 1.1×10−9 {0.17} 1.6×10−15 {1.0} (5.3±0.93)×10−10 {0.08} (3.2±0.17)×10−15 {1.9}
•BrCl− 6.2×10−9 1.5×10−12 B 0.66(0.08) 4.1×10−9 {0.66} 1.7×10−12 {1.1} (2.3±0.33)×10−9 {0.37} (3.5±0.24)×10−12 {2.3}
(3BPD)f C 1 7.4×10−9 {1.2} 1.5×10−12 {1.0} (3.5±0.62)×10−9 {0.56} (2.9±0.18)×10−12 {2.0}
•BrCl− 6.2×10−9 1.5×10−12 B 0.95(<0.01) 5.2×10−9 {0.84} 1.4×10−12 {0.95} (3.2±2.0)×10−9 {0.52} (1.2±0.08)×10−12 {0.83}
(3CPD)f C 1 7.0×10−9 {1.1} 1.4×10−12 {0.96} (4.2±3.0)×10−9 {0.68} (1.3±0.11)×10−12 {0.84}
•Cl−2 4.4×10−11 9.2×10−16 B 0.04(0.02) 5.8×10−12 {0.13} 8.9×10−16 {0.96} (3.6±2.2)×10−12 {0.08} (7.8±0.50)×10−16 {0.84}
C 1 8.0×10−12 {0.18} 8.9×10−16 {0.96} (4.5±3.4)×10−12 {0.10} (7.8±0.70)×10−16 {0.85}
Br2 2.6×10−11 3.6×10−13 B 0.02(0.58) 8.7×10−12 {0.33} 1.5×10−13 {0.42} (4.9±0.71)×10−12 {0.18} (3.1±0.21)×10−13 {0.86}
C 1 4.7×10−12 {0.39} 3.9×10−13 {1.1} (4.4±0.67)×10−12 {0.17} (1.1±0.81)×10−12 {3.0}
BrCl 1.2×10−12 1.9×10−14 B 0.09(0.59) 4.5×10−11 {38} 7.9×10−15 {0.42} (2.5±0.36)×10−11 {21} (1.6±0.11)×10−14 {0.86}
(3BPD)g C 1 2.4×10−11 {20} 2.0×10−14 {1.1} (2.2±0.34)×10−11 {18} (5.8±4.3)×10−14 {3.1}
Experiment #4 ([Cl−]=0.56M, [Br−]=0.80mM, pH=8.0)
Br• 4.5×10−9 1.2×10−15 B 0.998(<0.01) 7.7×10−10 {0.17} 1.2×10−15 {1.0} (5.4±0.64)×10−10 {0.12} (6.7±0.11)×10−16 {0.59}
C 1 1.0×10−9 {0.22} 1.2×10−15 {1.0} (7.3±0.86)×10−10 {0.16} (6.7±0.11)×10−16 {0.58}
•BrCl− 6.3×10−9 1.1×10−12 B 0.95(<0.01) 4.9×10−9 {0.78} 1.0×10−12 {0.96} (1.8±0.35)×10−9 {0.29} (1.0±2.1)×10−12 {0.95}
(3CPD)f C 1 6.7×10−9 {1.1} 1.0×10−12 {0.96} (2.5±0.48)×10−9 {0.40} (9.9±2.1)×10−13 {0.94}
•Cl−2 2.0×10−11 6.4×10−16 B 0.04(<0.01) 5.3×10−12 {0.27} 6.2×10−16 {0.97} (2.0±0.38)×10−12 {0.10} (6.1±1.3)×10−16 {0.96}
C 1 7.4×10−12 {0.37} 6.1×10−16 {0.96} (2.8±0.55)×10−12 {0.14} (6.0±1.3)×10−16 {0.94}
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Table 2. Continued.
Lifetimes (τi ) were not included in the table but can be calculated as τi=[i ]
/
R iF . Values of
(MVDT/Exp) for τi are calculated by dividing the (MVDT/Exp) value for [i ] by the (MVDT/Exp)
value for R iF . The values for (EVDT/Exp) for τi are calculated in an analogous manner.
a Expected values are model-derived best estimates of the actual values for [i ] and R iF in the
experimental solutions in the absence of AA (Sect. 3.4).
b Data treatments (D.T.) are discussed in Sect. 3.5. Data treatment B makes a rough correc-
tion for the F 3XPDi effect, while data treatment C makes corrections for both the AA and F
3XPD
i
effects.
c Values in parentheses are the relative standard deviations of the average F 3XPDi values cal-
culated for the linear AA ranges (Table 1). Treatments B and C rely on the inverse plot defined
by the linear AA range.
d Calculated by taking the model-derived “data” through the data treatment steps (Sect. 3.5).
e Calculated by taking the experimental results through the data treatment steps (Sect. 3.6). Er-
rors are ±1 standard error calculated based on the standard errors of the slope and y-intercept
from the inverse plots.
f Kinetic information for •BrCl− can be determined using the inverse plot generated with either
the 3BPD or 3CPD data. The analyte listed in parentheses is the one used for a given set of
kinetic information.
g Kinetic information for BrCl is determined using inverse plots generated from 3BPD data since
BrCl is not a significant source of 3CPD.
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Fig. 1. (a) Rate of 3-chloro-1,2-propanediol (3CPD) formation (R3CPDF, tot ) as a function of pH in
illuminated (313 nm) aqueous chloride solutions ([Cl−]=0.56M) containing 1.0mM H2O2 and
75µM AA. The triangles are experimental values of R3CPDF, tot , with error bars representing 90%
confidence intervals (CI). CI were calculated from the standard errors of the slopes from plots
of 3CPD concentration versus illumination time at each pH. The dashed lines are model results
from the Cl− Full Model. 966
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Fig. 1. (b) Rate of allyl alcohol loss (RAAL ) under conditions described in Fig. 1a. The dia-
monds are experimental values of RAAL , with error bars representing 90% confidence intervals
(CI), calculated from the standard errors of the slopes from plots of AA concentration versus
illumination time. The dot-dashed lines are model results from the Cl− Full Model.
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Fig. 2. (a) Rate of 3-chloro-1,2-propanediol (3CPD) formation (R3CPDF, tot ) as a function of [AA]
in illuminated (313 nm) aqueous chloride solutions ([Cl−]=0.56M, pH=5.4) containing 1.0mM
H2O2. Symbols, error bars, and lines are the same as described in Fig. 1a.
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Fig. 2. (b) Rate of allyl alcohol loss (RAAL ) as a function of [AA] in the illuminated solutions
described in Fig. 2a. Symbols, error bars, and lines are the same as in Fig. 1b.
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Fig. 3. (a) Rates of 3-bromo-1,2-propane-diol (3BPD) and 3-chloro-1,2-propanediol (3CPD)
formation (R3BPDF, tot and R
3CPD
F, tot , respectively) as a function of [Br
−] in illuminated (313 nm) aqueous
chloride solutions ([Cl−]=0.56M, pH=5.4) containing 1.0mM H2O2 and 75µM AA. The squares
and triangles are the experimental values of R3BPDF, tot and R
3CPD
F, tot , respectively, while the solid and
dashed lines are the Mix Full Model values for R3BPDF, tot and R
3CPD
F, tot , respectively. Error bars are
the same as described in Fig. 1a. 970
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Fig. 3. (b) Rate of allyl alcohol loss (RAAL ) in the experiments described in Fig. 3a. The dia-
monds are the experimental values of RAAL , while the dot-dashed lines are the Mix Full Model
values. The error bars are the same as in Fig. 1b.
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Fig. 4. (a) Rate of 3-bromo-1,2-propane-diol (3BPD) formation (R3BPDF, tot ) as a function of pH in
illuminated (313 nm) aqueous mixed halide solutions ([Cl−]=0.56M, [Br−]=0.80mM) containing
1.0mM H2O2 and 75µM AA. The symbols, lines, and error bars are the same as described in
Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 4. (b) Rate of 3-chloro-1,2-propanediol (3CPD) formation (R3CPDF, tot ) in the experiments de-
scribed in Fig. 4a. The symbols, lines, and error bars are the same as in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 4. (c) Rate of allyl alcohol loss (RAAL ) in the experiments described in Fig. 4a. The symbols,
lines, and error bars are the same as described in Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 5. (a) Rates of 3-bromo-1,2-propane-diol (3BPD) and 3-chloro-1,2-propanediol (3CPD)
formation (R3BPDF, tot and R
3CPD
F, tot ) as a function of [AA] in illuminated (313 nm) aqueous halide so-
lutions ([Cl−]=0.56M , [Br−]=0.80mM, and pH 3.0) containing 1.0mM H2O2. The symbols and
error bars are the same as in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 5. (b) Rates of allyl alcohol loss (RAAL ) in the experiments described in Fig. 5a. The symbols
and error bars are the same as in Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 6. Inverse plot for the chloride competition kinetics experiment described in Table 1 (Exper-
iment 1) and Fig. 2a ([Cl−]=0.56M, pH 5.4). The triangles are the inverse of the experimentally
determined rates of 3CPD formation and the dotted line shows the corresponding results from
the Cl− Full Model. Error bars represent 90% confidence intervals around the experimental
data.
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Fig. 7. (a) Inverse plot of 3BPD for the mixed halide competition kinetics experiment at pH 3.0
(0.56M Cl−, 0.80mM Br−; Experiment 2 in Table 1 and Fig. 5a). The open squares are the
inverse of the experimental rate of 3BPD formation, and the solid line is the inverse of the rate
of 3BPD formation from the Mix Full Model. Error bars represent 90% confidence intervals.
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Fig. 7. (b) Inverse plot of 3CPD from the experiments described in Fig. 7a. The triangles are the
inverse of the experimental rates of 3CPD formation, while the dotted line is the corresponding
result from the Mix Full Model. Error bars represent 90% confidence intervals.
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